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equations governing the spatial-temporal evolution of n probe-field envelopes. We show that under EIT conditions
significant deflections of the n components of coupled ultraslow optical solitons can be achieved by using a
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1. INTRODUCTION
In past two decades, �3� 1�-dimensional spatiotemporal op-
tical solitons, alias light bullets (LBs) [1], i.e., wave packets
localized in three spatial and one time dimensions during
propagation, have been intensively investigated due to their
rich nonlinear physics and important applications [2]. How-
ever, LBs studied up to now are usually produced in passive
optical media, in which far-off resonance excitation schemes
are used to avoid optical absorption. Such LBs have several
disadvantages in applications. For instance, the generation
power of LBs in passive optical media is very high, and it
is very hard to realize an active manipulation and control on
them. In addition, due to off-resonance character the propa-
gating velocity of such LBs is close to c (i.e., the speed of light
in vacuum).

However, the disadvantages mentioned above can be over-
come by using an active excitation scheme with electromag-
netically induced transparency (EIT) [3]. The basic principle
of EIT is the use of the quantum interference effect induced by
a control laser field to significantly eliminate the absorption of
a probe laser field in a resonant atomic system. By using EIT,
one can also realize ultraslow group velocity and giant en-
hancement of Kerr nonlinearity. Based on these intriguing
properties, ultraslow LBs have been recently predicted in
highly resonant atomic systems via EIT [4].

Particles with nonzero magnetic moments will deflect along
different trajectories when passing through a gradient mag-
netic field. Such phenomenon, called the Stern–Gerlach (SG)
effect, was first discovered in the early period of quantum me-
chanics. As one of the canonical experiments in modern phys-
ics [5], the SG effect is not only important for illustrating the
basic concepts of quantization, spin, quantum entanglement,

and measurement [6,7], but also becomes a powerful exper-
imental technique in the study of molecular radicals [8–10],
metal clusters [11–14], nanoparticles [15], etc.

In a remarkable experiment carried out by Karpa and Weitz
[16], a SG deflection of a probe laser beam was observed in a
Λ-type three level atomic system via EIT. But the deflection
obtained in this experiment cannot be simply explained as a
standard SG effect since only one “spin” component is in-
volved. In addition, diffraction and dispersion inherent in the
resonant atomic system also bring a noticeable distortion of
the deflected probe beam. In a recent work [17], a double EIT
scheme with M-type level configuration was proposed to dem-
onstrate a SG effect of vector optical solitons, which has two
polarization components (i.e., a quasi-spin) and allows a
stable propagation of probe pulses.

However, the result in [17] cannot be analogous to the gen-
eral case of the SG effect in atomic physics, where space
quantization of magnetic moments may result in three- and
even multi-component deflection of atomic trajectories if
the angular-momentum quantum number of the atoms is
J ≠ 1∕2 [18]. Such “SG deflection spectrum” has been widely
observed in experiments and is now taken to study many
physical properties such as magnetic moments, spin relaxa-
tion, etc. [8,9,11–15].

In this article, we propose a scheme to exhibit a SG effect of
n-component (n > 2) ultraslow LBs in a coherent atomic sys-
tem with �n� 1�-pod level configuration via EIT. Based on
Maxwell–Bloch (MB) equations, we derive coupled �3� 1�-
dimensional nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equations, which
govern the spatial-temporal evolution of n probe-field enve-
lopes. We show that under EIT conditions a significant deflec-
tion of the n components of the ultraslow LBs can be achieved
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by using a SG gradient magnetic field. The stability of the ul-
traslow LBs can be realized by an optical lattice potential con-
tributed from a far-detuned laser field. The results presented
here may have potential applications in the study of optical
magnetometery, light and quantum information processing,
and so on.

The rest of the article is arranged as follows. The Section 2
describes our model and derives the Maxwell–Bloch equa-
tions. In Section 3, we derive nonlinear envelope equations
of three (i.e., n � 3) probe pulses using a method of multiple
scales, and obtain ultraslow LB solutions. In Section 4, the SG
effect of the ultraslow LBs is studied. In Section 5, we inves-
tigate the SG effect of n component ultraslow LBs. The last
section contains a summary of our main results.

2. THEORETICAL MODEL
We consider a resonant atomic system with �n� 2� levels in-
teracting with �n� 1� laser fields. The excitation scheme con-
stitutes a �n� 1�-pod configuration, where Ωpj is the half-Rabi
frequency of the jth weak, pulsed probe field Epj �
epjEpj�r; t�ei�kpj ·r−ωpj t� � c:c:, Ωc is the half-Rabi frequency of
a strong continuous-wave control field Ec � ecEcei�kc·r−ωct��
c:c:, with epj and ec (Epj and Ec) are, respectively, the unit
polarization vectors (envelope functions) of the jth probe field
and the control field, andΔj is the detuning of the jth level; see
Fig. 1(a). We assume that initially the atomic population is pre-
pared in the ground states j1i; j2i;…; jni, and cooled to a ultra-
cold temperature in order to eliminate Doppler broadening
and collisions. Figure 1(b) is a possible arrangement of the
experimental apparatus. The aim of the co-propagating

configuration of probe and control fields is also to avoid
Doppler shifts.

We further assume a static SG gradient magnetic field

BSG�y� � ẑB�y� � ẑ�B0 � B1y� (1)

is applied to the medium with B1 ≪ B0. Here, B0 contributes
to a Zeeman level shiftΔEj;Zeeman � μBg

j
Fm

j
FB0 for level Ej ; μB,

gjF and mj
F are the Bohr magneton, gyromagnetic factor, and

magnetic quantum number of the level jji, respectively; B1 is
the transverse gradient of the SG magnetic field, which will
lead to SG deflection of the probe fields.

Additionally, we assume a small, far-detuned optical lattice
field

EL�x; t� � ŷE0 cos�x∕R⊥� cos�ωLt� (2)

is also applied into the system, where E0, R⊥, and ωL are field
amplitude, beam radius, and angular frequency, respectively
[19]. Because of the existence of EL�x; t�, a Stark level shift
ΔEj;Stark � −αjhE2

L�x; t�it∕2 � −αjE2
L�x�∕2 occurs. Here, αj is

the scalar polarizability of the level jji, hQ�x; t�it represents
the time average in an oscillation cycle for the quantity
Q�x; t�, and therefore we have EL�x� �

�
E0∕

���
2

p �
cos�x∕R⊥�.

The aim of introducing the far-detuned optical field is to
stabilize the LBs [17,20].

Under electric-dipole and rotation wave approximations,
the Hamiltonian of the atomic system in interaction picture
is given by

Ĥ int � −
Xn�2

j�1

ℏΔjjjihjj − ℏ�Ωp1jn� 2ih1j �Ωp2jn� 2ih2j

� � � � � Ωpnjn� 2ihnj � Ωcjn� 2ihn� 1j � H:c:�: (3)

Here, Ωpj � �epj · pj;n�2�Epj∕ℏ and Ωc � �ec · pn�1;n�2�Ec∕ℏ are
Rabi frequencies of the jth probe and control fields, respec-
tively, with pjl being the electric-dipole matrix element related
to the states j ji and jli. The control field is so strong that it can
be considered to be undepleted during the propagation of
probe fields.

The equation of motion for the density matrix elements in
interaction picture reads [21]

∂σ
∂t

� −
i
ℏ
�H int; σ� − Γ�σ�; (4)

where Γ�σ� is a relaxation matrix denoting spontaneous emis-
sion and dephasing. The explicit form of Eq. (4) for n � 3 is
given in Appendix A.

The equation of motion for probe-field Rabi frequency Ωpj

can be derived by the Maxwell equation under a slowly vary-
ing envelope approximation, given by [22]

i
�
∂
∂z

� 1
c
∂
∂t

�
Ωpj �

c
2ωpj

�
∂2

∂x2
� ∂2

∂y2

�
Ωpj � κj;n�2σn�2;j � 0;

(5)

where κj;n�2 � N aωpjjpj;n�2 · epjj2∕�2ε0cℏ� �j � 1; 2;…; n�,
with N a being the atomic concentration.

Fig. 1. (a) Atomic levels and excitation scheme. All quantities have
been defined in the text. (b) Possible arrangement of the experiment
for observing the SG effect, where a SG gradient magnetic field
BSG�y� � ẑ�B0 � B1y� is applied to the system. θ1; θ2;…; θn are deflec-
tion angles of n probe fields, respectively. The (green) thick
arrow denotes the far-detuned optical lattice field EL�x; t� �
ŷE0 cos�x∕R⊥� cos�ωLt� used to stabilize LBs. ŷ and ẑ are unit vectors
along y and z directions, respectively. The probe and control fields are
co-propagating laser beams to avoid Doppler shifts.
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3. NONLINEAR ENVELOPE EQUATIONS
AND LIGHT BULLET SOLUTIONS
A. Nonlinear Envelope Equations
One of our main goals is to get a stable propagation of all
probe fields. On the one hand, the probe fields may suffer seri-
ous distortion due to the dispersion and diffraction of the sys-
tem. On the other hand, EIT may result in a giant enhancement
of the Kerr effect. It is natural to use the enhanced Kerr effect
to balance the dispersion and diffraction for obtaining soliton-
like pulses that are shape-preserved during propagation.

To this end, we use the method of multiple scales [22] to
derive nonlinear envelop equations of the probe fields. For
simplicity, we consider the case of n � 3 (the case for general
n will be taken into account in Section 5). Taking the asymp-

totic expansion σml �
P∞

α�0 ϵ
ασ�α�ml (m, l � 1–5), Ωpj �P∞

α�1 ϵ
αΩ�α�

pj . Here, σ
�0�
jj is the population distribution prepared

in the state jji initially, which is assumed as 1∕3 (j � 1, 2, 3)
for simplicity; ϵ is a dimensionless small parameter character-
izing the typical amplitude of the probe fields. All quantities on
the right-hand side of the expansions are considered as func-
tions of the multi-scale variables x1 � ϵx, y1 � ϵy, zα � ϵαz,
and tα � ϵαt (α � 0, 2). The SG gradient magnetic field and
the far-detuned optical lattice field are assumed to be

BSG�y1� � B0 � ϵ2B1y1 and EL�x1� � ϵ�E0∕
���
2

p
� cos�x1∕R⊥�.

Thus, Δj can be expanded as Δj � Δ�0�
j � ϵ2Δ�2�

j , where

Δ�0�
2 � ωp1 − ωp2 − ω21 − μ21B0, Δ�0�

3 � ωp1 − ωc − ω31 − μ31B0,

Δ�0�
4 � ωp1 − ω41 − μ41B0, Δ�0�

5 � ωp1 � ωp2 − ωc − ω51 − μ51B0,

Δ�2�
2 � −μ21B1y1 � α21E2

0 cos
2�x1∕R⊥�∕4, Δ�2�

3 � −μ31B1y1�
α31E2

0 cos
2�x1∕R⊥�∕4, Δ�2�

4 � −μ41B1y1 � α41E2
0 cos

2�x1∕R⊥�∕
4, and Δ�2�

5 � −μ51B1y1 � α51E2
0 cos

2�x1∕R⊥�∕4. Hence, we

have the form djl � d�0�jl � ϵ2d�2�jl , with d�0�jl � Δ�0�
j − Δ�0�

l � iγjl

and d�2�jl � Δ�2�
j − Δ�2�

l [≡ − μjlB1y1 � αjlE2
0 cos

2�x1∕R⊥�∕4].
At α � 1 order, we obtain the solution in linear level

Ω�1�
pj � Fjeiθj ; (6a)

σ�1�4j � −
Ω�

c σ
�0�
jj

Dj
Fjeiθj ; (6b)

σ�1�5j � �ω� d�0�4j �σ�0�jj

Dj
Fjeiθj ; (6c)

( j � 1, 2, 3). Here, Dj � jΩcj2 − �ω� d�0�4j ��ω� d�0�5j �,
θj � Kj�ω�z0 − ωt0, with Fj being envelope functions depend-
ing on slow variables x1, y1, z2, and t2 and Kj�ω� being the
linear dispersion relations given by

Kj�ω� �
ω

c
� κj5σ

�0�
jj �ω� d�0�4j �

Dj
: (7)

In most cases Kj�ω� can be Taylor expanded around ωpj

(which corresponds to ω � 0) [23], i.e., Kj�ω� � Kj0�
Kj1ω� �1∕2�Kj2ω

2 �…, with Kjl � �∂lKj�ω�∕∂ωl�jω�0 (l �
0; 1; 2;…). The coefficients Kjl have rather clear physical
interpretation, i.e., Kj0 � Re�Kj0� � i Im�Kj0� gives the
phase shift per unit length and absorption coefficient; Kj1

determines the group velocity given by Kj1 � 1∕Vgj � 1∕c�
κj5σ

�0�
jj �jΩcj2 � �ω� d�0�4j �2�∕D2

j ; and Kj2 � 2κj5σ
�0�
jj �jΩcj2�3ω�

2d�0�4j � d�0�5j � � �ω� d�0�4j �3�∕D3
j represent the group velocity

dispersion which results in spreading and attenuation of
the probe pulses.

From Eq. (7) we see that the linear dispersion relation
of the system has three branches. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show
the absorption Im�Kj� and dispersionRe�Kj� �j � 1; 2; 3� of the
three probe fields as functions of ω, respectively. The param-
eters are chosen from a laser-cooled 87Rb atomic gas with D1

line transitions 52S1∕2 → 52P1∕2 with atomic states assigned as
j1i � j52S1∕2; F � 2;mF � 2i, j2i � j52S1∕2; F � 1;mF � 0i,
j3i � j52S1∕2; F � 1;mF � 1i, j4i � j52S1∕2; F � 2;mF � 1i,
and j5i � j52P1∕2; F � 2;mF � 1i [24]. The decay rates are
γ41 ≈ γ42 ≈ γ43 � 1 kHz, and Γ5 � 5.75 MHz. The other parame-
ters are taken as κ15 ≈ κ25 ≈ κ35 � 1.0 × 109 cm−1 · s−1,
Δ2 � −5.0 × 104 s−1, Δ3 � 5.0 × 104 s−1, Δ4 � Δ5 � 0 s−1, and
Ωc � 3 × 106 s−1. We see that transparency windows are
opened in the absorption curves Im�Kj� near ω � 0
( j � 1; 2; 3), a typical character of EIT contributed by the con-
trol field-induced quantum interference effect. In fact, in the
linear regime the excitation scheme for n � 3 (i.e., 4-pod con-
figuration) consists of three independent Λ-type three-level
systems and hence possesses three dark states, each of them
displays EIT character. Note that the (blue) solid curve in both
panels is an overlapping of three curves, which cannot be re-
solved since they nearly coincide with each other due to the
symmetry of the system. The advantage of such symmetry is
very useful for obtainingmatching group velocities of different
probe fields [i.e., Re�K11� ≈ Re�K21� ≈ Re�K31�; Fig. 2(b)],
which is very essential to obtain significant SG deflection of
the probe fields.

At α � 2 order, we obtain solvability conditions i�∂Fj∕∂z1 �
�∂Kj∕∂ω�∂Fj∕∂t1� � 0 (j � 1, 2, 3), which indicate that the
envelope function Fj travels with complex group velocity
Vgj ≡ �∂Kj∕∂ω�−1. Explicit expressions of the solution at this
order have been presented in Appendix B.

At α � 3 order, the giant enhancement of the Kerr effect of
the system generated by EIT plays an important role. We ob-
tain the coupled NLS equations governing the evolution of Fj

i
�

∂
∂z2

� 1
Vgj

∂
∂t2

�
Fj �

c
2ωpj

�
∂2

∂x21
� ∂2

∂y21

�
Fj −

X3
l�1

WjljFlj2Fje−2ālz2

� �MjB1y1 �NjE2
0 cos

2�x1∕R⊥��Fj � 0; (8)

(j � 1, 2, 3). Here, āl � ϵ−2 Im�Kl0�; Wjl result from the Kerr
nonlinearity, which contribute to self-phase modulation (when
j � l) and cross-phase modulation (when j ≠ l), with explicit
expressions given in Appendix C; Mj and Nj have the form

Mj � −κj5
�ω� d�0�4j �2μ5j � jΩcj2μ4j

3D2
j

; (9a)

Nj � κj5
�ω� d�0�4j �2α5j � jΩcj2α4j

12D2
j

; (9b)

characterizing the contributions of the SG gradient magnetic
field and far-detunned optical lattice field, respectively.
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B. Light Bullet Solutions
For convenience, we introduce the dimensionless variables
s � z∕LDiff , τ � t∕τ0, vgj � Vgjτ0∕LDiff , and uj � �Ωpj∕
U0� exp�−iRe�Kj0�z�. Here, LDiff � ωpR2

⊥
∕c, τ0, and U0 are

typical diffraction length, probe-field pulse duration, and
half-Rabi frequency, respectively. Then Eq. (8) can be written
into the dimensionless form

�
i
�
∂
∂s

� 1
vgj

∂
∂τ

�
� 1

2

�
∂2

∂ξ2
� ∂2

∂η2

��
uj −

X3
l�1

gjljulj2uj

� Vj�ξ; η�uj � −iAjuj; (10)

where gjl � Wjl∕jW12j characterize nonlinear effect; and Aj �
Im�Kj0�LDiff (j � 1; 2; 3) are absorption coefficients. The po-
tential functions in Eq. (10) read

Vj�ξ; η� � Mjη�N j cos2�ξ�; (11)

with Mj � LDiffMjR⊥B1 and N j � LDiffNjE2
0 (j � 1; 2; 3).

Note that in the derivation of Eq. (10) we have assumed τ0
is large so that the group-velocity dispersion term (i.e., the
term proportional to ∂2uj∕∂τ2) can be neglected, which can
be easily realized experimentally. Furthermore, the absorp-
tion can also be negligible by choosing suitable system param-
eters under the condition of EIT. In fact, when we take
τ0 � 9.0 × 10−7 s, U0 � 3.38 × 106 s−1, Δ2 � 1.2 × 104 s−1, Δ3 �
1.5 × 104 s−1, Δ4 � 2.0 × 105 s−1, Δ5 � 9.0 × 106 s−1, Ωc �
2.0 × 107 s−1, and R⊥ � 36 μm with other parameters the
same as in Fig. 2, we obtain the typical diffraction length
LDiff � 1.0 cm, which is approximately equal to the typical
nonlinearity length LN �≡1∕�U2

0jW12j��. However, the typical
linear absorption length LAj � 1∕Im�Kj0� is around 924.0 cm
and typical second-order dispersion length LDisp j � τ20∕
Re�Kj2� (j � 1, 2, 3) is 20.5 cm, both of them are much larger
than LDiff and LN . Based on the results, we thus have the ratio
coefficients dj � LDiff∕LDisp j ≈ 0.0495 and Aj � LDiff∕LAj ≈
0.0011, which describe the significance of the various charac-
teristic interaction lengths relative to the diffraction effect.
Therefore, we can safely neglect the corresponding terms be-
cause they are much smaller than 1.

With the above parameters we obtain group velocities of
three probe field envelopes [i.e., ~Vgj � Re�∂Kj∕∂ω�−1]

~Vg1 � 3.964 × 10−5c; (12)

~Vg2 � 3.966 × 10−5c; (13)

~Vg3 � 3.967 × 10−5c: (14)

We see that three group velocities of the probe field envelopes
are very small compared with c (c is the speed of light in vac-
uum), and nearly matched each other. The ultraslow and
matched group velocities are essential to obtain significant
SG deflection of the probe fields, as will be shown below.

We now seek approximated analytical solutions of the
Eq. (10) with the form [25] uj�ρj ; τ; ξ; η� � f j�ρj�vj�τ; ξ; η�,
where f j�ρj� are normalized Gaussian functions, that is, f j �
�1∕�ρ0

���
π

p ��1∕2 exp�−ρ2j ∕�2ρ20�� with ρj � s − vgjτ and ρ0 a con-
stant. Integrating out the variable ρj , Eq. (10) becomes

�
i
vgj

∂
∂τ

� 1
2

�
∂2

∂ξ2
� ∂2

∂η2

��
vj −

1������
2π

p
ρ0

X3
l�1

gjljvlj2vj � Vj�ξ; η�vj

� 0: (15)

To obtain the LB solutions of Eq. (15), we consider several
reasonable approximations: (1) In the presence of the SG gra-
dient magnetic field, the three probe-field envelopes will sep-
arate from each other after propagating some distance. In
such a situation, the interaction between different envelopes
becomes weak and hence the cross-phase-modulation terms
can be neglected. (2) The potential wells of the optical lattice
are assumed to be deep enough, so that the probe-field enve-
lopes are almost trapped in the wells in the x direction. Hence,
Vj�ξ; η� given in Eq. (11) can be approximated by Mjη�
N j −N jξ

2. Thus, Eq. (15) can be approximated as

�
i
vgj

∂
∂τ

� 1
2

�
∂2

∂ξ2
� ∂2

∂η2

��
vj −

1������
2π

p
ρ0

gjjjvjj2vj

� �Mjη�N j −N jξ
2�vj � 0: (16)

Assuming vj�τ; ξ; η� � wj�τ; η�ϕj�ξ� exp�iN jvgjτ�, where
ϕj�ξ� is a normalized ground state solution satisfying the
eigenvalue problem �∂2∕∂ξ2 − 2N jξ

2�ϕj � 2Eξϕj with Eξ �
−

������������
N j∕2

p
, and integrating over the variable ξ, one obtains

�
i
vgj

∂
∂τ

� 1
2
∂2

∂η2

�
wj −

N 1∕4
j

23∕4πρ0
gjjjwjj2wj �

 
Mjη −

�������
N j

2

r !
wj

� 0: (17)

Fig. 2. Linear dispersion relations of the three probe fields. (a) Im�Kj� and (b) Re�Kj� (j � 1, 2, 3) as functions of ω. Each (blue) solid curve
consists, in fact, of three curves, which cannot be resolved since they nearly coincide with each other due to the symmetry of the system. The inset
in both panels show the absorption and dispersion curves near ω � 0. The curves 1, 2, and 3 in the inset of panel (a) [panel (b)] are for Im�K1�,
Im�K2�, Im�K3� (Re�K1�, Re�K2�, and Re�K3�), respectively. The parameters used for plotting the figure have been given in the text.
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Equation (17) is a �1� 1�-dimensional NLS equation with a
linear potential, which admits the exact single-soliton solu-
tions [26]

wj � AjeiφjsechΘj ; (18)

where Aj � �25∕4N 1∕4
j πρ0∕jgjjj�1∕2, φj � Mjvgjτ�η −Mjv2gjτ

2∕
6�, and Θj � �2N j�1∕4�η −Mjv2gjτ

2∕2�. Finally, we obtain the
solution of Eq. (15)

uj � Aj �1∕�ρ0
���
π

p ��1∕2
� ���������

2N j

q
∕π
	1∕4

eiφj e−�s−vgjτ�
2∕�2ρ20�

× e−
�����
N j

p
ξ2∕

��
2

p
sechΘj ; (19)

which is a nonlinear solution localized in three space and one
time dimensions, i.e., the �3� 1�-dimensional LB solution of
the system.

4. STERN–GERLACH DEFLECTION OF
3-COMPONENT ULTRASLOW LIGHT
BULLETS
When returning to original variables, the LB solution (19) has
the form

Ωpj�U0Aj

�
1

ρ0
���
π

p
�
1∕2� ���������

2N j

p
π

�1∕4

eiφj e−
�����
N j

p
x2∕�

��
2

p
R2
⊥
�

× e−�z− ~Vgj t�2∕�2L2
Diffρ

2
0�sech


�2N j�1∕4
R⊥

�
y−

MjR⊥
~V2
gj

2L2
Diff

t2
��

: (20)

We see that the LB travels in z direction with ultraslow group
velocity ~Vgj . In addition, it has an accelerationMjR⊥

~V2
gj∕L2

Diff
in y direction, which results in the SG deflection. Note thatMj

is proportional to the parameter B1, i.e., the deflection comes
from the SG gradient magnetic field given by Eq. (1).

Shown in Fig. 3 is the result of the SG deflection spectrum
of the 3-component LB by numerically simulating Eq. (16)

with B1 ≠ 0. Panels (a), (b), (c), and (d) give the light intensity
of the LB when propagating respectively to z � 2LDiff , z �
4LDiff , z � 6LDiff , and z � 8LDiff for B1 � 1.2 mG∕mm and
E0 � 5.0 × 104 V∕m. The bright spots from top to bottom in
each panel are distributions of jEp1j2, jEp2j2, and jEp3j2 in
the x–y plane, respectively. Through the information of Fig. 3,
we can see that an obvious deflection track of LBs occurs due
to the SG gradient magnetic field existing. The phenomenon is
similar to the SG deflection for atoms.

We now determine the SG deflection angles of each LB
component. From solution (20) we get the propagating veloc-
ity of the jth LB component at time t

Vj �
�
0;
Mj

~V2
gjR⊥

L2
Diff

t; ~Vgj

�
: (21)

Assume the medium length in the z direction is L. The running
time in the z direction is thus L∕ ~Vgj. At the exit of the medium,
the velocity of the jth LB component will be Vj � �0; Vyj; ~Vgj�
with Vyj � Mj

~VgjR⊥L∕L2
Diff . As a result, we have the deflec-

tion angle after passing through the medium

θj �
Vyj

~Vgj

� L
~Vgj

μsol j
pj

r2B1; (22)

where r � R⊥∕LDiff , pj � ℏkpj is photon momentum, and
μsol j � LDiffMj

~Vgjℏkpj is effective magnetic moment [27]. With
the data given in Fig. 3, we obtain μsol 1;2 � 	3.70 × 10−19 J∕T
and μsol 3 � −7.41 × 10−19 J∕T. The center position of the jth
probe envelope at the exit of the medium reads

�xj; yj; zj� �
�
0;
MjL2R⊥

2L2
Diff

; L
�
: (23)

From the formula (22) we see that the deflection angle θj is
inversely proportional to ~Vgj . So the ultraslow group velocity

Fig. 3. SG deflection spectrum of the 3-component ultraslow LB. (a), (b), (c), and (d) are deflections of the LB when propagating to z � 2LDiff ,
z � 4LDiff , z � 6LDiff , and z � 8LDiff , respectively. The bright spots from top to bottom are distributions of jEp1j2, jEp2j2, and jEp3j2 in the x–y plane,
respectively.
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~Vgj induced by the EIT effect can result in large SG deflection
angles of the LB.

Shown in Fig. 4(a) are deflection angles of the LB compo-
nents as functions of medium length L for magnetic field
gradient B1 � 1.2 mG∕mm. The solid, dashed, and dashed–
dotted lines denote, respectively, deflection angles θ1, θ2,
and θ3 obtained by using the formula (22) for ~Vg1 ≃

~Vg2 ≃
~Vg3 ≈ 4.0 × 10−5c. Points labeled by “×” are numerical results
of the center position of LB components obtained in Fig. 3.
From the figure, we obtain �θ1; θ2; θ3� � �2.25;−2.24;−4.49� ×
10−2 rad for L � 4LDiff , which is three orders of magnitude
larger than that for linear polariton obtained in [16].

The SG effect of the LBs demonstrated above may show
many intriguing applications. For instance, through measuring
the deflection angles of LB components, one can obtain the
gradient magnetic field B1. Figure 4(b) shows the deflection
angles as functions of B1 for L � 4LDiff . The results of θ1, θ2,
and θ3 are, respectively, labeled by solid, dashed, and dashed–
dotted lines. We see that the larger the magnetic field gradient,
the larger the SG deflection angles. We expect that the
significant SG deflection obtained here may have potential

applications in optical magnetometery, quantum information
processing, etc.

5. SG EFFECT OF n-COMPONENT
ULTRASLOW LIGHT BULLETS
We now investigate the SG deflection of multi-component
ultraslow LBs in a �n� 2�-level system via EIT. For the
�n� 1�-pod level configuration (n > 3) shown in Fig. 1(a), the
theoretical approach is a direct generation of that developed
in last two sections. Using the weak nonlinear perturbation
theory [22], we can obtain the following coupled NLS
equations:

i
�

∂
∂z2

� 1
Vgj

∂
∂t2

�
Fj �

c
2ωpj

�
∂2

∂x21
� ∂2

∂y21

�
Fj

−
Xn
l�1

WjljFlj2e−2ālz2Fj � �MjB1y1 � NjE2
0 cos

2�x1∕R⊥��Fj

� 0; (24)

Fig. 4. (a) Deflection angles of the LB components as functions of medium length L for magnetic field gradient B1 � 1.2 mG∕mm. The solid,
dashed, and dashed–dotted lines denote deflection angles θ1, θ2, and θ3, respectively. Points labeled by “×” are center positions of the LB com-
ponents obtained numerically. (b) Deflection angles of the LB components as functions of B1 for L � 4LDiff . The results of θ1, θ2, and θ3 are,
respectively, labeled by solid, dashed, and dashed–dotted lines.

Fig. 5. SG deflection spectrum of a 5-component ultraslow LB. (a), (b), (c), and (d) show the deflections of the LB components when propagating
to z � 2LDiff , z � 4LDiff , z � 6LDiff , and z � 8LDiff , respectively.
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(j � 1; 2;…; n). Here, Fj is the envelope of the jth probe field;
Wjl are coefficients of self-phase (for j � l) and cross-phase
(for j ≠ l) modulations; and Mj (Nj) characterize the ampli-
tude of the SG gradient magnetic field (the far-detuned optical
lattice field). Explicit expressions of these coefficients are
lengthy and omitted here.

A similar approach as in the last two sections can also be
done. For the SG deflection problem, what we want is the re-
sult in far-field approximation, i.e., the one for a larger propa-
gation distance where different LB components are separated
away. Thus, the cross-phase modulation terms in Eq. (24) can
be neglected reasonably. By assuming a strong confinement
from the far-detuned optical lattice potential, we can obtain
an equation similar to Eq. (16), and an LB solution with the
same form of Eq. (20).

In this case, we also numerically simulate Eq. (16) with
B1 ≠ 0 to investigate the deflection of the n-component
LBs. Shown in Fig. 5 is the SG deflection spectrum of a
5-component ultraslow LB. Panels (a), (b), (c), and (d)
show the light intensity of the LB components when propagat-
ing to z � 2LDiff , z � 4LDiff , z � 6LDiff , and z � 8LDiff , respec-
tively. We see that the LB is robust during propagation and
its components separate away fast in the y direction. Such
results can be taken as a satisfactory analog of the general
SG effect of atoms for angular-momentum quantum num-
ber J > 1∕2.

6. SUMMARY
We have suggested a scheme to exhibit a Stern–Gerlach effect
of n-component (n > 2) high-dimensional ultraslow optical
solitons in a coherent atomic system with �n� 1�-pod level
configuration via EIT. Based on the MB equations, we have
derived the coupled �3� 1�-dimensional NLS equations gov-
erning the spatial-temporal evolution of the n probe-field
envelopes. We have demonstrated that under the EIT condi-
tion significant deflections of the n components of the ultra-
slow LBs can be achieved by using a Stern–Gerlach gradient
magnetic field. The stability of the ultraslow LBs can be real-
ized by an optical lattice potential contributed from a far-
detuned laser field. We expect that the results predicted here
may have potential applications in the research fields of opti-
cal magnetometery, light information processing, and so on.

APPENDIX A: EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF
DENSITY MATRIX ELEMENTS
The elements of density matrix for n � 3 read

i
∂
∂t
σ11 − iΓ15σ55 �Ω�

p1σ51 −Ωp1σ
�
51 � 0; (A1a)

i
∂
∂t
σ22 − iΓ25σ55 �Ω�

p2σ52 − Ωp2σ
�
52 � 0; (A1b)

i
∂
∂t
σ33 − iΓ35σ55 �Ω�

p3σ53 −Ωp3σ
�
53 � 0; (A1c)

i
∂
∂t
σ44 − iΓ45σ55 �Ω�

c σ54 − Ωcσ
�
54 � 0; (A1d)

i
�
∂
∂t

� Γ5

�
σ55 � Ωp1σ

�
51 �Ωp2σ

�
52 � Ωp3σ

�
53�Ωcσ

�
54

−Ω�
p1σ51 −Ω�

p2σ52 − Ω�
p3σ53 −Ω�

c σ54 � 0; (A1e)

�
i
∂
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� d21

�
σ21 �Ω�

p2σ51 −Ωp1σ
�
52 � 0; (A1f)
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∂
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� d31

�
σ31 �Ω�

p3σ51 −Ωp1σ
�
53 � 0; (A1g)

�
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∂
∂t

� d32

�
σ32 �Ω�

p3σ52 −Ωp2σ
�
53 � 0; (A1h)

�
i
∂
∂t

� d41

�
σ41 �Ω�

c σ51 −Ωp1σ
�
54 � 0; (A1i)

�
i
∂
∂t

� d42

�
σ42 �Ω�

c σ52 −Ωp2σ
�
54 � 0; (A1j)

�
i
∂
∂t

� d43

�
σ43 �Ω�

c σ53 −Ωp3σ
�
54 � 0; (A1k)

�
i
∂
∂t

� d51

�
σ51 � Ωp1�σ11 − σ55� � Ωp2σ21 �Ωp3σ31 �Ωcσ41

� 0; (A1l)

�
i
∂
∂t

� d52

�
σ52 � Ωp2�σ22 − σ55� � Ωp1σ

�
21 �Ωp3σ32 �Ωcσ42

� 0; (A1m)

�
i
∂
∂t

� d53

�
σ53 � Ωp3�σ33 − σ55� � Ωp1σ

�
31 �Ωp2σ

�
32 �Ωcσ43

� 0; (A1n)

�
i
∂
∂t

� d54

�
σ54 � Ωc�σ44 − σ55� � Ωp1σ

�
41 �Ωp2σ

�
42 � Ωp3σ

�
43

� 0; (A1o)

with djl � Δj − Δl � iγjl. Here, detunings are defined by
Δ2 � ωp1 −ωp2 −ω21 − μ21B�y�� α21E�x�2∕2, Δ3 � ωp1 − ωp3−

ω31 − μ31B�y� � α31E�x�2∕2, Δ4 � ωp1 − ωc − ω41 − μ41B�y��
α41E�x�2∕2, Δ5 � ωp1 − ω51 − μ51B�y� � α51E�x�2∕2, with μjl �
μB�g j

Fm
j
F − glFm

l
F �∕ℏ, αjl � �αj − αl�∕ℏ, ωjl � �Ej − El�∕ℏ.

Dephasing rates are γjl � �Γj � Γl�∕2� γcoljl , with Γj �P
Ei<Ej

Γij denoting the spontaneous emission rates of the
state j ji and γcoljl denoting the dephasing rate reflecting the
loss of phase coherence between jji and jli, as might occur
with elastic collisions.
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APPENDIX B: EXPLICIT EXPRESSIONS OF
THE SECOND ORDER SOLUTIONS
The second-order solution for n � 3 reads

σ�2�21 � Ω�1�
p1 σ

��1�
52 − Ω��1�

p2 σ�1�51

ω� d21
; (B1a)

σ�2�31 � Ω�1�
p1 σ

��1�
53 − Ω��1�

p3 σ�1�51

ω� d31
; (B1b)

σ�2�32 � Ω�1�
p2 σ

��1�
53 − Ω��1�

p3 σ�1�52

ω� d32
; (B1c)

σ�2�4j � 1
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∂
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�
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�ω� d4j�i

∂
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σ�1�5j − Ωci
∂
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σ�1�4j

�
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σ�2�54 � −
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p1 σ
��1�
41 � Ω�1�

p2 σ
��1�
42 � Ω�1�

p3 σ
��1�
43

ω� d54
; (B1f)

(j � 1; 2; 3), where σ�1�41 , σ
�1�
42 , σ

�1�
43 , σ

�1�
51 , σ

�1�
52 , and σ�1�53 are obtained

at the first order approximation. d21 � Δ�0�
21 � iγ21, d31 �

Δ�0�
31 � iγ31, d32 � Δ�0�

32 � iγ32, and d54 � Δ�0�
54 � iγ54. For sim-

plicity, the superscript of (0) in d�0�jl has been omitted
in Eq. (B1).

APPENDIX C: EXPLICIT EXPRESSIONS OF
Wjl IN EQ. (8)
The Kerr coefficients Wjl in Eq. (8) are given by

Wjj � −
κj5jΩcj2

3D2
j �ω� d�54�

; � j � 1; 2; 3� (C1a)
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�
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�
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where the superscript of (0) in d�0�jl has been omitted for
simplicity in this equation.
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